Therapeutic inequivalence.
Therapeutic inequivalence may be defined as the absence of therapeutic equivalence when equivalence is expected. Generic drugs are regulated in the USA as follows: drugs which are copies of pre-1938 innovator drugs have no requirement for approval before marketing, whereas a major requirement for regulatory approval with generics of post-1938 innovator drugs is that their bioequivalence with the innovator drug must be demonstrated. Specifically, the generic drug is considered bioequivalent if its rate and extent of absorption are not significantly different (+/- 20%) from those of the innovator drug when administered under similar experimental conditions. In terms of risk-benefit assessment, the generic should be therapeutically equivalent to the innovator but less expensive. Therefore, the aim of generic drug regulation should be to minimise therapeutic inequivalence at a cost that does not obviate the economic benefits of generics. Regardless of the safety considerations with the innovator drug, there is always a small but finite additional risk of therapeutic inequivalence when switching from innovator to generic, or from one generic to another. To date, there is no evidence of therapeutic inequivalence in a properly manufactured generic drug which has been approved as bioequivalent by the FDA. Therapeutic inequivalence is more easily detectable in institutions than by individual physicians who may ascribe the symptoms of therapeutic failure to a worsening of the underlying disease of the patient.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)